", .. ~, h d"
istence.
Just as Adam Smith* spoke 0f an
lDVI51iOie.
an
which leads the individual trader to pr0!ll0te an end which was
no part of his intention so other econornists before and af ter
him referred to the "p'lay of free competition:: to ~he "automatism of the market", or to a ".law of val.ue
~hlCh would
apply to movements of producbon
and clr~ulatIon. of commodities in the same way as the law of gravity applies to the
movements of physical bodies. In fact, th~ conc~pt of an ~ntirely automatic regulation of the whole industrial .productlOn
brought about by the mere exchange
of comI?odltIes
a~ong
tota11y isolated commodity producers on a national and international scale was not more than an abstract "ideal type" even
in those earlier periods wh en it first struck the eyes ?f t~e
bourgeois classical economists.
It was never fully reahzed m
actual capitalistic production.
N evertheless, there is in bourgeois commodity
production
an unwritten law which rules the production and exchange of
labor products as commodities.
But this is by no means an unchangeable law of nature; it is a "sodal law:" which resembles
a genuine physical law only in its aI!parent independenee fr0l!l
our conscious volition and purpose. Like any other social rule! it
holds good only under definite circumstances and for a sI!e~lfic
historical period.
In dealing
with the "so-called
Original
Accumulation of Capital" , Marx showed what enormous effort
was required to give birth t? this fundamenta~, law of ~,hemodern
bourgeois mode of productIon and the other eternal
laws connected with it. He exposed a series of more or less forgotten
sanguinary and violent acts by which (in real history) the ac~ual
foundations of those so.called natural laws were brought ll~to
existence. (The expropriation of th~ worke:s from their material
means of production forms the baSIS of this process.) Marx has
likewise shown in detail that even in"completely devel.oped commodity production the "law of yalue does not apply m the sure
and efficient marmer of a ganume natural law or of a generally
accepted "providence", but is realized solely by a succession of
frictions, vacillations, losses, crises, and breakd?wns.
~e saya
that "in the haphazard and continually fluctuatmg relatIon~ of
exchange between the va:ious prod?cts of l!1bor, the lal?or-tIme
socia11y necessary for their producbon forciblv a~serts ltself as
a regulating natural law just as the faw of gravlty does.when
,,**
the house col1apses over our h ea d s.
With a11these deficiencies, the law of valu~ is the only for:n
of social organization of production which eXls~s today and IS,
indeed, the only kind of social '~~lanning" which conforma to
the principles of modern cornpetitive or com~odIty-producmg
society. It is an ironical whim of history that just that self-con"See "Wealth of Nations", Book IV, Chapter 2. .,
*"See "Capital", Book I, Chapter I, subsection 4.
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t~a~~ct0I1' belief in a "consciously planned commodity producbon which hes at the bottom of the first utopian schemes of a
"~ational Bank", ~t which "any me mb er of the community
mlght lodge any kmd of produce and take out of it an equal
value of whatever it may contain"***
and which was afterwards voiced in various forms by the successive schools of
"social reformers", has been adopted today even by the official
spokesmen of the bourgeois class. But though this illusion is as
old as capitalism itself and obstinately
persists in spite of
theoretical arguments and in spite of the breakdown of a11 projects brought forward for its realization, it is unsound both from
the orthodox principle of bourgeois economie science and from
the m~terialis~ic viewpoint of Marxism.
It is interesting
only
as an ideological reflex of the deep-rooted
contradictions
inherent in the very principle of capitalistic commodity produo-

tion.
Such differenc.es as exist between
the earlier
epoch
when the progreserve Free Traders
regarded
every "interference" of a state not yet entirely their own - as an oppressive
disturbance, and the present phase when even some of the most
"orthodox" economists have turned from self-help to state intervention does in no way indicate
a gradual
conquest
of the
animal-like "struggle for existence" prevailing among the isolated producers of early bourgeois society by the growing co11ective
reason of a11 capitalists grouped together and organized in the
modern bourgeois "state" and in the more or less authentic institutions of a so-called "public opinion".
There is thus only a
difference of degree between the early more or less numerous
"interventions"
(of the early bourgeois state into the "free
play of competition")
and the increasingly rapid succession of
more intrusive measures, by which today everywhere in the old
and in the "new", in the fascist and in the still democratically
governed capitalistic countries, an apparently
new attempt is
made to "control", to "correct" or to "steer" the existing
economie system. Such measures serve at the utmost to weaken
temporarily or even merely to disguise sorne of the most obstructive results of capitalistic production.
Instead of ousting
the planlessness resulting from the fetish-form of commodity
production, they merely stampede the unique form in which
pro.duction had been heretofore "planned"
within capitalistic
SOCl~tyand utterly destroy the only "organization
of lab or"
Posslble under capitalism.
This increasing destruction of its own foundations is forced
!lpon present-day capitalism by an objective development of its
Inherent tendencies.
It is produced by the ever increasing
:,.ccumulation of capital, by the growing monopolistic tendencies
"**See John Gray: The Social System, a Treatise on the PrineÎple of
Exchange, 1831, and fo!"a critical
refutation:
Marx "Critique
of
Political Economy, 1859.
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of the big industrial and financial combines; by the increasing
appeal to the state to rescue "the community at large" from the
dangers brought about by the impending collapses of hitherto
proud and tax evading private enterprises ; and by the hyperultra-super-dreadnought
demands for subsidy raised by the
various direct and indirect producers of armaments, eneroaehing
evermore on the field formerly occupied by the actlvities of the
less directly war-producing industries.
In trying to escape from
the periodical crises which threaten more and more the existence
of bourgeois society, and in a desperate attempt to overcome the
existing acute crisis of the whole capitalist system, the bourgeotsie is compelled, by continually fresh and deeper "interferences"
with the inner laws of its mode of production, and continually
greater changes in its own social and political organization, to
prepare more violent and more universa 1 crises and, at the same
time, to diminish the means of overcoming future crises. In
organizing peace it prepares for war.
The futility of any attempt to deal with "competltion's
waste" within the existing forms of production and distribution
becomes even more e v i den t when we proceed from the
elementary form of the "commodity" to the further developed
form of "the worker transformed into a commodity," or from the
general historical character of bourgeois production to its inherent cla •• character.
Just as the utopian exchange banks, lab or certificates and
other endeavors to organize commodity production are repeated
in the half-hearted "planning schemes" of the frightened economists and "socially minded" big capitalists today, so the first
unwieldy attempts of the insurrectionary workers of Paris to
wrest from the "revolutionary"
government of 1848 some form
of realization of the worker's "right to work", are echoed in the
various measures by which the demoeratic and fascist countries
try to overcome the increasing menace of unemployment by a
more or less compulsory organization of the labor market. And
[ust as in the first case Marxism answered the capitalist "plan,
ners" that the only organization of production conformabie to
commodity production is the law of value, so sober materialistic
criticism of the schernes to supplant the glaring insufficiency of
the free "lab or market" by sorne form of public regulation must
start from the premise that the transformation of the workers into salable commodity is but a necessary complement of that other
transformation on which all modern capitalistic production rests
both historically and in its actual existence today - the transformation of the workers' tools and products into non-werkers'
"capitai". In fact, there is more apparent than real progress in
the new deals ofîeredto the growing numbers of the unemployed
by their capitalistic rulers today, as against those now almost
forgotten times when the only cure foreseen by the most
"philanthropic"
spokesmen of the bourgeoisie was the workhouse. Now as then, the final result of the "endeavors to ex-18-

terminate both the old form in which unemployment
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recurred in the industrial
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c ronic", form in which it has come
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later scientifically
demonstrated
by Marx th at "within the
capitalistic systemall methods for raising the social productivity
of labor coincide with an extension of the relative surplus population, or the industrial reserve army kept at the disposal of
capitalistic industry as a potential supply of labor power for the
rapid increases of production in times of prosperity and for the
fuIl utilization of the existing capacities of production in war."
There is, furthermore, a considerable difference between
the same measures wh en offered by the capitalists in distress and
when th rust upon them by the conscious action of the workers
themselves.
That difference may, at first, not be a difference in
the purely economie contents. Yet it is a difference of social
significance. "The right to work, taken in its bourgeois sense" ,
said Marx with referrence to the struggles of the Paris workers
in 1848," is a contradiction in terms, an impotent
pious mtention ; but behind the right to work there stands the control
of capital, and behind the control of capital the appropriation of
the means of production by the associated working class, that is,
the abolition of wage labor, of capital,and their mutual dependence. Behind the "right to work" stood the insurrection of
June."*****
FinaIly, a few of the new developments which are today
featured as achievment of the "planning idea" rnay serve to
work out within the narrow bounds of the capitalistic production-relations some of the formal elements which, af ter the overthrow of the existing mode of production, will be totally stripped
of the residues of their capitalistic crigin and thus usefully applied in building upa really cooperative and socialistic commonwealth.
For the time being there remains, along with the
imperfect
social organization of material production in the
structure of the present bourgeois society, also the reversed
form, in which the social relations of men are now reflected as
mere relations of things. There remain unchanged, even in the
newest "as good as socialism" models of a planned and steered
state-capitalism, and there will remain so long as the products
of labor are produced as commodities, all the fetish-categories
of bourgeois economics: commodity, money, capital, wage-labor,
increasing and decreasing total value of production and of export, profit-making capacity of industries, credits, etc., in short,
a11that which Marx in his earlier philosophic
phase ca11ed
"human seIf-alienation", and in his later scientific phase fetishîàm of commodity production". In spite of appearances such
a system of production is not in the last analysis governed by a
collective will of the associated
workers but by the blind
necessities of a fetishistic "Law of Value."
·····See

Marx: CIass Struggles
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Marxism and Psychology
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N face of the present defeat of the labor movement all
.
~ver the. worl~, militant workers feel an increasing need
8Ubjecte~r t~e~~:d~tIlon. 't.~he pnW'nciplesof c1ass struggle are
d'
.
ca cri ICIsm.
e plan to formulate
and
ChISCUS8
typl~al trend~ of such criticism. The following is a
aractenstIc reûection :
je~ti ~h~ theory of the old labor movement was rational and obinteIPs~~, but the ~asses do not act according to their clearly
inter l~ e eeonomïe nee ds. The ideologies and not the economie
IDa es se~m to be th~ determining factor in the minds of the
th sses. It IS only reahstIc to recognize this fact and to create
th~ ~roparanda and ?rga~iz~tional forms which correspond to
duet n~w edge. ~n !nqulry mto the real motives of mass conguid~ 7~~h thedobJecbve of finding instruments to control and to
eve
th IS con uct, should therefore become a principal part of
ry
eory of class struggle.
Psychology seems to have been
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selected to complete and partly replace the "objective" knowledge Marxism has given us.
In spite of their growing influence a. co?sistent . theoret!cal
formulation of these views does not yet exist m Amencal! radical
literature.
In Europe, because of the actual" experience . of
fascism we find many attempts
to "complete
the Marxian
theory ~f class struggle by "social psychology".
We take the
theory of some exponents of the Freudian School as representative of this theoretical current, because the arguments they
give are so far, the most clearly and uncompromisingly formulated
Though our criticism will be confined to aspecific theory,
its c~nclusions extend to the general problem indicated.
For the theories we will discuss originate in these general
reflections.
They criticize official Marxism for regarding the
development of class struggle as mecha?~caIly dep~nd~nt
on
"economic necessities", and for not sufîiciently considering the
importance of the subjective factor in history. It is necessary,
writes Wilhelm Reich, one of the founders of the so-called SexPol movement to recognize the "ideologies as material power".
In 1932 at lea~t 30 million Germans wanted socialism, nearly the
whole country was antl-capitallstic, yet the victor was fascism,
the saviour of capitalism.
"This is not a socio-economic problem
but one of mass psychology".
The "lack of understanding
of
the psychological factors involved" was one of the .chief reasons
why the German labor movement organi~ation~ were unable ~o
resist fascism (Reuben Osborn).
Analytic social psychology IS
therefore considered "essential to Marxists".
It will "raise the
quality of revolutionary propaganda and put it on a scientific
level".
I.
11

Analytic social psychology derives its fundamental .conceptions and methods from the theory
of human consciousness
Freud developed as a werking basis for his therapy of neuroses.
Freud's genuine discovery concerns the "unconscious".
He
found that underlying a11consciousness is a large part of OUT
mind of which we are unaware under ordinary circumstances.
The unconscious contains aIl kinds of forbidden images and
desires. The biological part of personality which eX'pre~se.s itself in the desires Freud and the greater number of his disciples
identify mainly ~ith two drives, one ?f self-preservation~,a.n~ t~~
other a broadly conceived sexual drive, the so-called
libido",
EverY' living being is dominated by the "desire principle."
He
tends to achieve the maximum satisfaction of his impulses. The
desires are irrational and amoral. They are not guided by the
objective possibilities of fulfillment and have no conception of
what is considered right or wrong in society.
The "desire
principle" thus clashes with the "reality p~nciple". a c?nftict
which makes it necessary to give up immediäte g'rabification of
the impulses in order to avoid pain.
-22 -

In contrast to the drives for self-preservation which in the
main can be delayed only for a relatively short time the sexual
impulses can be considerably postponed.
They can' be forced
also into the unconscious (repression,) or their objectives can be
substi.tute~ by other. objectives on differe~t spheres of reality
(sublimation ). WhIle the self-preservation
impulses
need
material means for satisfaction, the needs of what Freud calls
the libido can be satisfied through the mechanism of sublimation
for instanee by phantasy,
The ruling class us es this mechanis~
in order to give the masses the kind of emotional satisfaction
which is sociaIly available. The faculty of the impuls es to adapt
themselves actively and passively to social conditions is the main
concern of this socio-psycholcgical theory.
The adaptation
is
achieved by the rational and mainly conscious parts of the mind
which act as a kind of organizer of the personality.
'
Freud distinguishes a further aspect of the human mind
which he caIls the "super-ego".
This conception is one of the
most ambiguous parts of his theory, but because it is considered
especially important for our problem, we cannot avoid dealing
with it here. Freud designates its function mainly as "moral
consciousness and the creator of ideals".
The super-ego is
regarded as the projection of social authority in the personality,
as the introverted external force. The child who grows up in the
family encounters the social force in the person of the father.
His reason is not developed sufficiently for adaptation; it is not
yet able to grasp rationaIly the possibilities of mastering the
hindrances with which its desires conflict. The child erects in
himself by indentification with the parents an arbitrary authority which he adorns with the attributes of moral power, not subjected to rational judgments.
Once the super-ego is established
in the child's personality, it will always be projected
on the
authorities dominating in society. Man will attribute
to the
authorities the quality of his own super-ego and in this marmer
will make them inaccessible to rational criticism. Thus he will
believe in their wisdofn and power in a measure totally independent of their actual qualities. The realor
propagandized
attributes of the authorities in their turn will determine by the
same mechanism the content of the super-ego and become identified with it. Through th is process of identification the psy·
choanalysts explain how religion, the state, leaders and the
other social fetishes can have such a tremendous influence. They
have the same function in the adult mind the father and mother
had in childhood. And, as the helplees child's fear of punishment was the decisive factor in the formation of the super-ego in
that period, so the existence of direct social force is the decisive
factor in the growth of the super-ego and its identification with
eocial authority.
The irrational commands of the super-ego
woutd lose its power, the rational part of the human mind would
easily triumph if the physical social force would cease to function.
-23-

As the function of the super-ego can be understood only by
delving into the life history of the personality, the general structure of personality is, according to Fre~d, .only un<l:erstandable
b an analysis of the development of mstmctual hfe ~hrough
:hich it norma11y proceeds in its adjus~ment with f~mlly and
. ty This is another phase of Freud s theory which seems
~~~heer~trange especia11y in t~e .condense<l:form presented her~.
Only a reproduction of the clinical material would make mamfest its empirie proof. The rough outlines of how the psychological forces are traeed back to the individual's ~hildhood ho~ever, are clear enough. The infant ftrst loves itself, ~hen lts
parents. Freud characterizes its sexual structure m this sec~nd
period with reference to King Oedipus, wl.t0 loved and married
nis mother. After a stage of homesexuahty, the development
passes into the genital heterosexuality of the normal adult. ~ut
the child may not be suffici~ntly f~ee of ~he ties. to one of the mtantile objects of his sexuahty. Elther hl::' emot~ons can ~e fixated there, or because of unpleasant expenences m later life may
regress to one of the earlier emotIonal st~tes. Most ps!~hoses
and abnormal character tralts are r~oted m the recognitîon of
emotional needs which are not permitted to enter eonscrousneas.
They a11represent a retreat fro~
reality.. The., method of
psychoanalysis, with its delving into the h.fe history of t~e
patient makes consciou.s to him the unconscious causes of hls
neurosis and so hel ps him overcome lt.
Because the main development of the instinctual life takes
place in childhood, the research into the psychologi~. stru~ture of
the family is one of the chief purposes of the theones discusaed
here. The roots of morals and religion in man. are reduced to
the influences of education. Th~ metapbzsïcal .cha~acter of
morals is thus dissolved. The whole Ideology of society ISrep~oduced in the child during its ft~t four or ftve ye~rs. The ~amlly
is understood as the psychologie agency of soctety. It IS the
factory of ideologies.
The various forms of suppressing its emotional drives in t~e
bourgeois family make the infant timid, susceptible to authonty
and obedient - in a word, it can be educated.
Through the family authoritarian
society pro~uces the
authoritarian type of mind. It is the result of an. incomplete
development of emotionallife and a weakness of rational power,
both due to suppressions in childhood typical o~ that form .of
society. The authoritarian attitude is charactenzed through lts
different reactions, depending on whether they .a;e direeted
against a streng or weak individual. .If pers~nah~les. can be
roughly divided into two types, of which one ~s principally aggressive toward those in power and sympathetlc to the helpless,
and the other is in sympathy with the rulers and aggressive to
the oppressed, then the authoritarian type is. a~ 0~V10USrepresentative of the latter. One of its charactens es IS to. suffer
without complaint.
But the authoritarian man is amblvalent ;
-
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h~ loves an~ hates his go.ds.simultaneously and thus often rebels
Blindly agamst the existing power. His irrational
revolt
however, does not change his emotional structure or the struc'
ture of society. It merely substitutes a new authority for th~
old. ~he .real revo~ution.ary personality, as contrasted to the
authoritarian type, IS rational and open to reality;
in other
words, represents the fullgrown adult who is not governed
throug~ a combination of fear of punishment and desire for approbation by paternal authority. His heroism lies in the chang.
ing of the material world - the heroism of the authoritarian
type in submission to destiny,
The more the contradictions. in society grow, the blinder
and more uncontrollable the social forces become, the more
catastrophes as war and unemployment overshadow the life of
the individual, - the stronger and more widespread becomes
the ~I?oti(:malstr~cture of the. authoritari~n personality. lts final
abolition IS conceivable only m the eradication of the planlessness of social life and the creation of a society in which men
order their life rationally and actively.
80 the findings of the psychoanalysts show that the planlesness in economics produces and is reproduced by men whose
psychic structures are also planless. They are bound and subjected to the ruling c.lassthrough the unconscious and, therefore,
uncontrollable emotional forces, and through the irrational
power of the conventional creeds they erected in themselves.
Only the diminishing of these irrational ties, the increasing of
rationality - can strengthen the ability of men to change the
social conditions. Only a kind of propaganda and organization
takes this into account will be capable of achieving a real
revolutionary effect. As long as the masses tolerate a propaganda made up of ideelogtcal slogans and revolutionary organizations built on blind loyalty to leaders, the level of class consciousness necessary for a radical change of the ruling order is
not attained.
~

li.
In considering the psychoanalysts' description of the mind
of the individual in capitalism, we see that their flndings do not
oppose the criticism of society given by the Mandan theory.
Beca use a criticism of psychoanalysis itself is not our concern
here, we restriet ourselves to a few remarks on this point. There
IS I!-0doubt that the super-ego hypothesis meets many objections.
It I.Ssometimes unclear and inconsistent in Freud's own presentatton, but it contributes to the investigation in the psychological
problem of authority.
. Th~ psycho-genetic conception of rnan's personality with ita
dlssolubon into a bundle of drives and its obvious simplifications
of these drives is also open to criticism. These theoretical
weaknesses are due to the fact that the basis of clinica 1 observations on which psychoanalysis has been built is too narrow to in-25-
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terpret the complex human and social actlvities it undertakes to
explain. The practical psychiatrist, in drawing his bold generalizations from a constricted field of observations, often simply extends the intellectual attitude he had toward his patient.
'I'his
is made possible by the conditions of our society which present
a picture similar to the abnormal case in psychiatry. This abnormality of society which the Freudians with their method of inquiry find reflected in the individual, is the subject of Marxian
analysis.
However, the conclusions of the psychoanalytic theory a!
we developed them here are not a c c e p t e d by the overwhelming majority of its adherents.
Neither Freud nor most of
his disciples maintain these viewpoints.
Because they accept
bourgeois society as permanent, they do not believe in the possibiIity of changing the objective force-relationships which, aa
we explained, are decisive factors for the existence of the emotional structure.
They vacillate between a progressive bourgeois attitude of the 19th century and the misanthropic pessimism of modern authoritarian society. Freud himself, as weIl
as many of his most renowned disciples, tends more and more to
a nihilistic attitude.
This is partly due to the constructive tendency of the psychoanalytic theory which allows numero us intellectual loopholes.
Yet a consistent interpretation of man's emotional structure,
on the basis of psychoanalysis, can only lead to a materialistic
explanation of the individual in society. Erich Fromm justly criticizes the forma listi c parallel Freud draws between the
helplessness of the child in the family and the adult in face of
social forces. This is not only a parallel but a complicated interconnection.
It is not the biological helplessness of the small
child which is the decisive factor in its specific need for a definite
form of authority, but it is the social helplessness of the adult,
determined by his economie situation, which molds the biologica I
helplessness of the child and which thus influences the concrete
form of the development of authority in the child. Only if the influences of the economie conditions on the libidinous impulses
are sufficiently considered can the mental behavior of the individual be adequately interpreted.
A social psychology which, on this scientific basis, attempts
to explain the socially relevant, common psychic structures of
individuals in a group must be in accordance with the Marxian
interpretation of society. The conformity of its results with the
revolutionary eriticism of society will not be due only to the
general analogy between the neurotie person and our disorganized society. For, the larger the group considered, the more are
the common life experiences of its members, from which it explains social behavior, identical with the socio-economie situation which is the subject of the critical theory of society.
In this identity lies the strength of ana!ytic social psychology and its crucial weakness. It is extremely questionab!e if the
-
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"results" achieved so far by this theory in explaining social behavior are really the outcome of its genuine research. It seems
rather that the cart were put before the horse, that it is not
social psychology which serves Marxian analysis but the latter
which hel ps our psychology find its concrete conceptions. And
in fact, the Marxian critical interpretation of the dehumanized
existence of man under capitalism leads to a much more comprehensive understanding of the human traits and relationships
which are decisive for the changing of society.
But how far removed has official Marxism become from this
practical task! The Marxists and the Marxian psychoanalysts
vie with each other in formalistic attempts to prove that the
"rnethods"
of their respective
"sciences"
are identically
"dialectic". They waste their time in ascertaining the "philosophical parallels between the materialist conception of history
and the dynamic and genetic character of Freud's understanding of the individual". The symptom formation in neuroses is
discovered as "dialectic in nature". "The ego acts as a synthesizing agent".
The development of the libido is regarded as a
"process in which the accretion of quantitative
change sometimes yields suddenly to qualitative
transformation".
How
futile such discussions are, even from a limited scientific viewpoint, we will exemplify in one instanee which Osborn greatly
expatfated upon. He asks himself how the undialectical
character of conscious representations are compatible with the
"basically dialectical character of human thought".
As solution of the riddle, he proposes that the dreams, the undisturbed
expression of the unconscious, form the dialectical opposite of
the waking thought
process. The rational
agency in man
strengthens the repression of the emotions by exaggerating the
incompatibility of its dialectical tendencies with conscious standards. Because reality is usually unable to offer unconditional
gratification of the impulses, man's reason exaggerates
the
harshness of reaIity and represents it as rigid and unchanging
in order to strengthen the repression of the drives.
Determining for the logical structure
of our every-day
thinking and for the distinction between primary and seeondary
quaIities in natural scienees, is not our emotional meehanism but
the necessity to order the stream of appearanees of the outside
world for the purpose of dominating it. This domination is furt~er possible only on the basis of the adequacy of our concepbons and the objects we grasp through them. To explain the
structure of these conceptions in terms of areaction formation
against man's impulses is simply nonsense. The function of the
structure of conceptions in natural seiences as weIl as in our
daily life must be explained primarily in terms of the social
Purpose both have to fulfill.
We understand that the assurance
of its "dialectieal"
eharaeter is the official state ticket for any "science" to be ad-27-

mitted in Russia. But also, outside of that country and its subjects here and else.where,such d!scussions r e v e a I the
degeneration of Marxism to academie concerns. We therefore
do not wonder that J ohn Strachey hails this part of Osborn's exposition as "his most exciting theoretical discovery."

nl.
The social psychoanalysts understand the practical function
of their theory as a means of "activizing
the masses". They
want to help in the development of class consciousness by formulating and articulating the emo!ional needs of the masses. ~s
they are especially concerned with the sexual needs, they. mamtain th at it is particularly important to expose the reactIonary
social function of sexul morals and religion. By such propaganda
they think they will be able to dissolve bourgeois ideologiea and
thus undermine "one of the principal pillars of capitalism-the
willingness of the masses to bear social suppression
and exploitation".
The fate of the revolution is always decided by the
broad "unpolitical" mass. The revolutionary energy emerges
from every-day life. "Therefore", they proclaim, "politicalize
the private life, the market, movies, dance halls, luna parks,
bedrooms, bowling alleys, pool parlors !"
Although they admit that the socio-economie relationships
determine the structure of the mass impulses in the ultimate
degree, the psychoanalysts believe that the actual revolutionizing of the masses must primarily
concern itself with the
ideological superstructure of society. They justify this opinion
with their psychological knowledge of the class-stabilizing ~ffect
of the emotional ties which bind the masses to the dommant
leaders and ideologies.
They are convineed that the present
trend to fascism empirically sustains their theory and actual
proposals.
In liberal society the authority was veiled to the individual.
His lack of freedom was hidden from him by his acceptance of
the fetishes of prices, property and law relationships as natural
forces. That was the false consciousness which Marx had in
mind when he analyzed
the role of fetishism in bourgeois
economics. This disguise disappears
more and more. The
direct and brutal authority of the totalitarian state economies is
the direction in which present society is tnoving. It took all the
efforts of the Marxists to "unmask" as Lenin called it, the false
consciousness, to show the fetishistic character of legal equality,
of bourgeois democracy, of religion, and primarily of the cornmodity. Now, all these fetishes are faIling,-~he
mass~s do not
rush to the defense of "their" democracy, "their" equahty before
the law, "their" freedom of exchange on the market or before
God or even "their" political leaders! That, our psychoanalysts
carmot understand!
There must be something wrong with the
Marxian theory, they reason, and this they
elieve to have
discovered in the "economistic" tendency of official Marxism.
-28-

There is no doubt that various schools of contemporary Marxism have joined the ruling class in the fabrication
of ideologies. The objectivistic tendency in a certain direction
of this Marxism is nothing but an expression of its ideological
turning.
But the psychoanalysts
we discuss here are by no
means justitied in their objection because it is just their failure
to recognize the werkers' basic economie dependence on the
ownérs of the means of production which characterizes their
views. The aeeeptanee of this. economie authority by the workers was the basic relationship of the liberal system as weIl as
it is the basis of the totalitarian society. As long as the masses
regard this authority in production as necessary, as long as they
do not rebel against it, so long will the leadership of the ruling
class remain unshaken. That the existence of irrational authoritarian ties is also a factor which strengthens the deeper economic relationship will not be denied. But to believe that now
when the fabrication of ideologies is increasingly the product
of centralized agencies with the most efficiënt technical means,
to believe that just now the main effort must be placed on agitation in the sphere of the super-structure is to invite a tilt with
windmills.
The present change in the socio-economie structure brings
about a condition in which the self-explanation and justification of the society becomes a conscious production, even in capitalism; and because the contradictions of capitalist production
are intensified daily, the ideological rationalizations which disguise them become increasingly removed from reality. Just now,
when the appearance seems more than ever to prove the deelsive "material influence of the ideologies," the decision is totally dependent on a change in the economie relationahip.. It is
not only impossîble but also unnecessary to fight the propaganda agencies Of the totalitarian rulers with their own weapons.
These ideologies will break down as rapidly as they are now
accepted by the masaes. Their inconsistency with reality will
become openly apparent at the moment the masses are forced
to face the material overthrow of society. More than ever must
the critica] theory concern itself with this fundamental material
change.
More than ever is this theory bound to the development of the consciousness of that class which holds the key positions in the mechanism of production.
And the direction of
this development is prescribed by the necessity of clearing up
the very simple questions concerning these basic social relationships. The moment the workers take over the means of production, they will control also the production of propaganda.
The production of ideologies will be replaced by the systematic
and all-embracing rationale of public self-interpretation.
The
masses wiIl work in common effort to develop and clarify the
PrincipJes which wiIl determine the production and organization of society.
-29-

The overemphasis of the sexual factor becomes especially
apparent in the kind of propaganda the Sex-Pol movement proposes. But apart from that, the ineffectiveness of their attempt
to tie a radical propaganda to the emotional needs of the masses is easily demonstrated by their own theory.
This theory
indicates that the special structure of the libidinous impulses
which determine the attitude of the masses toward the authorities is wholly dependent on the social force these authorities
represent.
Thus they will always be capable of using the mechanism of repression and sublimation for their ends. This very
faculty of the sexual impulses to adapt themselves to social
conditions makes them much less fit to be used as a lever for
revolutionary propaganda than self-preservation impulses. We
certainly do not believe that the very complex problem of class
consciousness can be adequately interpreted by a simplüying
drive theory. But on the basis of such a forma I division of man's
emotional life the hunger drive will be of much greater influence for any insurrection than the easily adaptable sexual impulse. Furthermore, the socio-psychologie theory emphasizes
the importanee of childhood, especially of the first four or five
years of lüe, for the development of the power of ideologies in
man. If, therefore, the dissipation of ideelogies in the masses
must be acondition for the overthrow of society, the logtcal conclusion would be that we must first reform the family or, in other words, that we must revolutionize the kindergarten to effect
a social revolution. This would be even worse than the old wellknown social democratie illusion that the social revolution presupposes the "revolutionary man" who can only be the outcome
of a long process of mass education.
The psychoanalysts' proposal practically lead to a propaganda of substitute satisfactions for certain impulses which can
be supplied within the frameworkof
capitalist society. Th.is
political propaganda is not new. It has always been used m
the old labor movement. lts fundamental ideas were the basis
of the tremendous organizations for singing, hiking, dancing,
gymnastic and a11 other purposes--except
the earnest preparation of fighting capitalism-which
nearly all the worker organisations in Germany engaged in before 1933. However, the
real social function of this "revolutionary"
education and its
practical achievements became apparent
in Hitler's "Kraft
durch Freude" (Strength through Joy).

Hi~ ~ormalistic compar}son of the two doctrines consists primariI)' in
asce~mlDg. ~hether Freu~ S theory. and ,the human m~nd as described by it
~
dialeetie : One o~ h~s exploratIons In search of dialeeties we discussed
m another artdele of. this ISSue. .Osbom's superficial comparison does not
touch.on the the.ore~lcal connectIons between the two theories, on the basis
of h1Ch an appbcabon of psychoanalysis as social psychology could alone he
possible and of any concern for the worker.
In the last cbapter .of his book, Osbom gives "some applications"
of
wbat h. leamed from bis eomparison, His study of the emotional strueture
of .man leads him to the recognition
"that
the need for leadership
is
uDlv~rsa1" (p. ~66) ", Leadership, he defines as "the faculty to stand in the
emotIonal relatIonship of the father of childhood days" (p. 264). Thus he
concl1;Ides we must give the masses what they are accustomed to, We must
eonseiously develop leaders by "idealizing for the masses some one individu al
to whom t~ey. will turn ~or.support, whom they williove and obey" (p. 266).
To t~e obJt;ctIon tba~ t~lS IS only a form of fascist demagogy, he repIies that
fascism satIsfies .ubJeetn,ely the same needs as does communism. And wbat
does Stalin, the great father and leader of the iron eohorts of the world
revolution say about the objective conditions in the fatherland
of the
proletariat? He says, and Osbom quotes this statement, that "the role of socalled objective conditions has been reduced to a minimum, whereas the role
of our organizations and of their leaders bas become decisive, exceptional"
(p. 273).
These sentences are not essentially different from those we are
accustomed to hear from similar fathers of similar socialist countries who
stress the "primacy of politics over economies", And who does not remember
his fust father-substitute
in grade school preaching - "men make history".
In the article already referred to, we demonstrated that Osbom's eonclusions eannot claim to resuIt from a psychoanalytic interpretation
of the
authoritarian relationship.
On the contrary, the analysis of social authority
shows that the maintaining of the emotional ties which bind the masses to
leaders and ideologies only weakens their faculty for revolutionary activities.
A{!.a further application of the "unity" he achieved between psychoanalysis and Marxism, Osbom justifies point by point the whole party line of
the C. P. He deIivers "psyehological" arguments for the united front poliey
and proposes to "associate the present struggle of the masses with the heroie
figures of the past" (p. 268), - the national heroes of the bourgeoisie. This
proposal which in the sphere of the individual's personal life means a preaervation of a11the moral and authoritarian ties to capitalist society reveals witb
especial clarity the fascistic social content of the ideas he promulgates.
And
as a final consequence he does not forget to mention that his psychology can
serve aIso to "free the soctaIist movement of the influence of dangerous anel
undesiràble
elements"
(p. 283) whose "main tactic consÏ8ts in fieree
denunciations of parliament and labor leaders" (p. 282). Thus Osborn is
aware that to carry out the ''revolutionary''
program he defends, it is
necessary to liquidate the revolutionists,
psychologically now, physicall,.
later.
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UPTON SINCLAIR, ·'The Flivver King."
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BOOK REVIEWS
REUBEN OSBORN, "Freud and Mars".
EqUÎDOXCo-operatiye

Pre •• , New Vork, 1937; %SS pp.; $2.50.

Osborn's book is as far as we know, the first comparative study in
English of the do~es
of Freud and Marx. He gives a survey of both
theories, whieh in the manner of our modern Moscow an otators IS composed
chiefly of quotations.
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~Pton Sinclair is primarily a pamphleteer, and only incidentally a
novel.lst. His novels are only the mediums for his message. His thesis does
n.ot Mse out of the lives of his characters; rather, the lives of his characters;
~Ise out of his thesis.
Consequently, the careers of his people are quite
.;.ften unnatura11y distorted, as in this pamphlet, where the three sons of a
rd
1
Worker develop, respectively, into a gangster, a Babbit, and a militant
~ or organizer, and his novels, though marked occasionally by passages of
e <>quence and beauty,
are little more than social tracts.
Yet as a
pamphleteer Sinclair has lew equals.
th
It is his capacity for collecting data and offering them in readable form
at makes Sinclair so able a propagandist.
Tbe autbor describes here hov
-31-
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the competitive struggle has warped a young, ambitious inventor into a
vicious and miserly exploit er of men. From this outline of Ford's career,
we carry away some interesting facts, not the least important of which are
nis $300,000 donation to the Nazi Party treasury, and his employment of.
"some of the worst gangsters of this city," to quote a mayor of Detroit, for
the purpose of smashing a11 attempts to unionize the Ford workers, and of
manhandling labor organizers.
But Sinclair's ability to amass and marshal data is not accompanied by
a strength of insight and analysis.
He still beIieves that the cause of crises
is overproduction relative to purchasing power, and he still feels that
capitalism can be voted out of existence.
On aIl economie questions his approach is that of the middle-class mind.
And with this middle-class ideology Sinclair's behavior is quite consistent.
Lacking a proletarian base, he has drifted into strange spheres for
a socialist fighter.
Weneed mention for iIIustration only his more flagrant
behavior: his support of the first world was and his support and leadership
of the Epic movement-a
movement that was Utopian because, within the
bounds of capitalism it would have operated industries in behalf of the
workers, and that was fascist because it advocated government regulation of
business by the state. Thus, in the two most critical periods of recent bistory
-an
imperialist war and an industrial crisis--Sinclair
bas done mucb to
befuddle tbe workers.
Today, in this pamphlet, he supports Roosevelt and the C. 1. O. and Is
apparently unaware that the measures .sponsored by Roosevelt have only one
purpose-the
preservation of the pro fit system;
and that
the workers'
movement "starting," to use his own words, "in a thousand different places,
born of the werkers' desperate needs" was led by the C. 1. O. only to one
end - the advancement
of its leaders' ambitions.
Like many another
petty-bourgeois inte11ectual, Sinclair deserts to tbe enemy in the moments
of crisis.
Apart from these lapses, Sinclair has been urging
hum a n i t y
towards the socialist commonwealth for the past thirty-five years. For
thirty-five years he has been throwing his paper missiles against the battlements of capitalism and crying against its outrages.
Yet this ene-man
iiterary barrage seems to have left no impress on present-day Am erica. The
explanation for Sinclair's futility lies not in Sinclair or his works, but
in the objective conditions.
Sinclair himself is but an expression of a stage
in American economie development that fostered the reformism characterizing the radical lab or and union organizations.
Bruce Minton and John Stuart, "MEN WHO LEAD LABOR"
Modern Age Book; 1937. 270 pp. 3Sc

I
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. This book, containing short biographies of W. Green, J. L. Lewis, H.
Bridges, D. Dubinsky, S. Hillmann and ethers, is written by two inspired
Peoples Front politicians.
The party line within the C. P. today is here
clearly visible. Nothing that will commit the authors to any decisive stand
is uttered.
Editors of the New Muaea, they support anybody who is willing,
no matter how vaguely, to pay lipservice to the fight for democracy and
against fascism, and who wiIl lend his mouthpiece to the coming FarmerLabor Party. The past of such people as J. L. Lewis is forgiven
and
forgotten and he is celebrated as the "Samson of Labor".
The dramatization of the "leaders" is copied from the Russian example.
The question of
organization is of no greater concern than the choiee between "good" and
"bad" leaders; whoever fits in the prevailing political sehemes of the C. P. is
goed, and is booked as progressive.
The book serves weIl to demonstrate the
fact that the present-day trade union movement
in America,
in a11 its
different forms, does no longer fulfill the present not t mention the coming
needs of the working class,
-32-

